A Pigeon Agents based Analytical Model to Optimize Communication in Delay Tolerant Network
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Abstract—Security is most critical issue aspects for Delay Tolerant Network. A network in public domain suffers from various internal and external attacks. These attacks also slow down the network and affects the reliability of network. In this present work, a priority adaptive message scheduling model is presented to optimize the communication. In this model, the pigeon agents are distributed over the network to identify the node priority so that the communication will be performed over the high priority nodes. The communication parameters such as losssrate and delay based analysis on node prioritization is done in this work. The simulation results shows that the presented work has reduced the communication delay and improved the communication throughput.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Delay Tolerant Network is the network defined in public domain which provides the long distance cooperative communication. It is the most common form of adhoc network in which the communication without the specification of any infrastructure. This network for is defined with specification of relative problem so that the adaptive communication is obtained from the work. The protocol is also defined with specification of the communication parameter, architecture adaptive utilization and the route formation. The network suffers from various issues shown in the network. The first and foremost challenge to the network is its mobility. The mobiles nodes at different speed increase the interruption during the communication so that the communication loss is expected. The speed in these networks is generally not directed. It means node can randomly move in any direction so that the analysis over the network can be performed based on different parameter. This kind of parameter based analysis can be applied to provide the safe communication in the network. This network form provides the safe communication. The dynamic nature of this network and the frequent change is architectural or the node position increase the communication criticality. The network also allows the inclusion and exclusion of nodes in the network. This movement based dynamic nature also switch between different coverage areas so that the switching to the
base station also a criticality of the network model. This kind of vehicle switch increases the network deficiencies and the network criticality is also increased. These all issues to the network are based on the communication aspect. Another critical issue in Delay Tolerant Network is the security.

The security in a public network is considered as the most critical communication issue. The security threats affect the network at different levels and in different layers. These security threats can be generated by internal as well as external network nodes. The security threats can be node specific, application specification or the communication specific. There are number of associated issues collected to provide the reliable communication to optimize the communication. These network solutions include the authentication adaptive security, preventive security and the attack specific security. The authentication is some kind of verification of a node under reliability vector. A node which is more stable and reliable is considered as adaptive for mobile communication. Another method for reliable communication and the communication aspect based optimization can be achieved using preventive approach. To provide the safe communication over the network, the preventive communication can be performed over the network. The final work associated with this research is the attack specific security. Network suffers from various internal and external attacks. These attacks affect the network in different ways. The attack constraint specific model can be applied to identify the attacked nodes and block the communication over these nodes. In this paper, one of such attack affected problem can be resolved. In this paper, the work is defined for wormhole attack detection and providing the safe communication over the network.

In this paper, a safe communication model is presented to optimize the communication in Delay Tolerant Network. The presented work model is defined based on pigeon adaptive communication analysis model. In this section, an exploration on Delay Tolerant Network issues is defined. The section also identified the security issues over the network. In section II, the work defined by earlier researchers is discussed. In section III, the presented research work is defined. In section IV, the results obtained from work are presented. In section V, the conclusion of the work is defined.

II. EXISTING WORK

In this section the work defined by earlier research is discussed and presented. Capkun[1] has presented a sector adaptive node synchronization model for attack detection. Author analyzed the distance bounding based analysis with authentication measure for estimation of the reliable communicating node. Author defined the time bound adaptive analysis applied to analyze the cooperative neighbor. Once the neighbor is identified, the attack specific modeling is applied for attack detection in the network. Leash[2] also presented a study on the wormhole attack and its defensive measures. Author defined the packet design based transmission control mechanism under distance analysis. Author presented two main model for analysis called temporal and geographical model. The temporal model where analyzed the time bound synchronization over the communication and the geographic model analyzed the communication under positional aspects. The position and transition based analysis has provided the safe and adaptive communication in network. Author[3] defined directional antenna based modeling for optimizing the communication under cluster adaptive analysis. Author provided the message communication for wormhole discovery and provided the exclusive communication mechanism in the network. Author presented the trust adaptive communication route generation model to optimize the network communication. Chiu[4] proposed a hop analysis model identification of the load and delay on each communicating neighbor. Author defined the propagation analysis based hop adaptive path diversity modeling so that the adaptive communication mechanism will be
formed over the network. This network model is defined for optimizing the network communication and provided the secure communication over the network.

Author[5] defined the wormhole attack in reference to the Delay Tolerant Network protocols and conclude the illusion in the remote regions so that the throughput adaptive neighbor node communication will be formed. Author provided the directly connected network model for optimizing the communication and provided the communication in attack network. Author optimized the network security under speed off link. Author[6] also identify the channel band observation to optimize the network communication under delay analysis. Author defined a tunnel preventive model to optimize the communication and to generate the safer and shorter path. Author also minimizes the visit over any of the tunnel node based on the memory adaptive recording. Author[7] has defined a route formation based model to analyze the communication hop count so that the reliable communication route will be formed over the network. This network model assigned the priority to the routing nodes and provided the solution under eavesdropping, packet modification and DOS attack. Author provided the routing solution against wormhole attack.

Author[8] generated a hop driven communication analysis model for effective communication formation in the Delay Tolerant Network. Author provided the wormhole detection under two step analysis. This analysis is provided on the path length and provides the analysis on advertised path. Author defined the route information collection model so that the timestamp based communication will be formed. The consecutive formation and threshold specific communication will be formed. Gorlatva[9] defined a work on the wormhole attack identification technique for attack identification. Author defined the time interval based control message generation for optimized link identification. The range specific analysis is here applied for optimizing the network communication in the network. Shalini[10] also proposed the trustable scheme for isolating node analysis for wormhole attack identification. Author defined the cryptographic model for malicious node identification and colluding node specification in the network. the operational activity is observed to generate the path. Author[11] defined an optimization to the AODV protocol against the wormhole attack and provided the communication solution under evaluation test. Author defined the statistical measure based model for route optimization and route generation under the aspect derivation. This model has analyzed the Request time for the optimization of communication over the network.

III. PROPOSED MODEL

Delay Tolerant network are the improved form of network that reduces the end to end delay by generating the end to end routing path. These kind of network can be applied in critical application areas such as military or war mobile networks. According to this approach, each node is defined with specific messenger called pigeon. These pigeon will use the message prioritization based scheduling approach to deliver the messages to multiple nodes. The presented work is the improvement to this existing scheduling approach. According to this approach, instead of defining pigeon for each node, complete network will be defined in groups. Each group will contain a set of nodes with specification of coordinator node. This coordinator node will be the pigeon node. According to the type of messages, the number of pigeons will be decided. High priority pigeons will be transmitted without delay whereas the low priority pigeons will store the message in available buffer. In second stage, these pigeon will schedule the destination nodes based on message priority. Based on this message analysis and network statistics analysis, the aggregative schedule over the network nodes will be generated. This aggregative schedule will be defined as the sequence path to deliver the messages.

The presented work is defined to improve the delay tolerant network by defining a prioritization based scheduling mechanism for segmented network. According to this network, instead of defining the pigeon for each node, complete network will be divided in several segments. Each segment will be controlled by a coordinator node and the message pigeon management will be done by this coordinator node. The algorithmic approach will be defined for this segment generation and the coordinator node selection over the network. Once the coordinators will be identified, the next work will be to identify the message types and based on which the prioritized secluding will be done under following specifications.

- No delay for critical messages
- Buffering for low priority messages
- Optimized network path will be generated based on the message priority and the network statistics analysis

In this work, the agents are distributed over the network to provide the communication optimization so that the adaptive communication over the network will be formed. This network model is defined to achieve the node level prioritization so that the safe communication will be formed over the network. The work is about to reduce the packet confliction so that the safe and reliable communication will be obtained from the work. The proposed work model is shown in figure 2.
IV. RESULTS

In this present work, parameter adaptive communication model is presented for safe communication in delay tolerant network. The work is here defined based on the communication parameters. In first level the neighbor node analysis is done and later on the communication analysis based safe path is obtained. The work is implemented in NS2 network. The simulation parameters considered in this work are shown in figure 1

Table 1: Simulation Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Nodes</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position</td>
<td>Random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation Time</td>
<td>100sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3 is showing the comparative analysis of this work in terms of packet communication. The figure shows that the presented work model has improved the network communication and network throughput. The work has improved the network effectiveness and provided the reliable communication over the network.

Figure 4 is showing the analysis of communication delay.
Figure 4 is showing the comparative analysis of this work in terms of packet delay. The figure shows that the presented work model has reduced the network delay so that the reliability of the work is improved

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper and adaptive communication model is defined for optimizing the Delay Tolerant Network. The presented model has provided the optimized parameter adaptive communication. The pigeon adaptive agent based model is presented to optimize the communication over the network.

Results shows that the work has improved the communication throughput and reduced the loss.
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